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ABSTRACT
The availability of digital distribution channels raises many new challenges for
managers in the media industries. This is particularly true for movie studios where
content can be stolen and released through illegitimate digital distribution channels
before, or shortly after, the legitimate release date. In response to this potential threat,
movie studios have spent millions of dollars attempting to protect their content from
unauthorized release, to prosecute those who might distribute or consume pirated
content, and to lobby governments to strengthen anti-piracy laws.
However, there has been very little rigorous research to analyze whether, and how
much, movie piracy cannibalizes legitimate box-office sales. In this paper, we
analyze this question in the context of post-release movie piracy. We also consider
whether going to the movies is substitutable by watching a pirated version at home.
Even though there is a lag between the release in cinema-theaters and a DVD-release
(that is when a pirated copy of a good quality is made available), we consider making
decision at the certain moment, so time lag does not make any difference.
Our study contributes to the growing literature on piracy and digital media
consumption in the online community by presenting evidence of the impact of digital
piracy, by differentiating the effect of post-release movie piracy from the other types
of piracy that the extant literature has previously considered.
Keywords: Movies, Box office revenue, Digital piracy
INTRODUCTION
In general, digital technologies and the Internet have deeply changed the interactions
between copyright holders and consumers, thereby posing interesting challenges for
the economic analysis of digital products.
Over the last two decades, the fast penetration of the Internet and the digitalization of
information products (music, movies, games, books and software) have led to an
increasing number of consumers, who copy and distribute information products
without the authorization of their legal owners, to a phenomenon known as «digital
piracy». Content industries (record companies, motion picture studios, software
developers, publishing houses, etc.) were quick to blame digital piracy for huge
revenue losses and to take legal actions against file-sharing technologies and,
consequently, their users. Policy makers also reacted by gradually reinforcing
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copyright law. Recently, foreign governments and the World Trade Organization have
been pushing Russia hard to start respecting intellectual property rights.
Online piracy is one of the most significant current discussions in digital economics
(recent years have seen both an explosion of piracy activity over the Internet and a
related swell in research on piracy), and the reason for it is its ambiguity: Internet
networks provide copyright holders with new sales and promotional channels for
their content, while also providing consumers with new opportunities to (illegally)
obtain free copies of this content.
On the one hand, digital networks can create new and lower cost channels for studios
to promote, sell and distribute their content to paying customers. Having high speed
Internet access might allow consumers to collect and exchange more information
about movies they are interested in, might allow experience that would not have been
possible in real life and might offer producers a more targeted channel to promote
movies of interest to consumers.
On the other hand, digital networks could harm movie studios economically. For
example, broadband Internet access could create new entertainment outlets for
consumers, crowding out the time they would have spent watching movies. For
example, in-home entertainment can result in decreased cinema-theater attendance. In
addition to «crowding out» effects, digital networks create new opportunities for
users to illegally obtain free copies of movies through file sharing. Digital networks
represent a disruptive technology, with the potential to create or destroy economic
value in established industries.
Probably some of the most important managerial questions for movie studios relate to
forecasting a movie’s box-office sales, timing release dates and effectively directing
promotion for movies prior to release. These questions have been widely studied in
the marketing and information systems literatures and have become established parts
of movie studio practice. In the face of these important decisions, movie piracy is
seen as an increasing threat to both the studio revenue and content protection policies.

However, there has been very little rigorous research to analyze whether, and how
much, movie piracy cannibalizes legitimate box-office sales. In this paper, we
analyze this question in the context of post-release movie piracy. The purpose of this
research is to examine the effect of post-release digital piracy on box-office revenues
(copyright-holders’ profits).
Hopefully, our study contributes to the growing literature on piracy and digital media
consumption in the online community by presenting evidence of the impact of postrelease digital piracy. Hopefully, our research contributes to the literature by
addressing this question: whether going to the movies is substitutable by watching a
pirated version at home.
BACKGROUND: THEORY AND RELEVANT LITERATURE
The causes of digital piracy
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To understand the causes of piracy we need to look at the behaviour of individual
consumers and ask why they knowingly consume pirated goods; and the nature of
digital goods, that might enhance feelings of inequity, digital goods lack material
substance, their largely intangible nature makes it more difficult for the mind to grasp
that this is indeed valuable property. Digital piracy is nothing more than the theft of
intellectual property. While the amount stolen by each individual might be quite
small, when added together the figures are obviously very significant amount around
$50 billion a year. What is particularly striking about digital piracy is that many of
those committing the crime would not dream of walking into a store and shoplifting
an item of similar value. Thus any discussion of piracy by consumers should consider
why piracy is so high in the case of digital goods, as opposed to physical goods.
Three theoretical perspectives prove useful in framing a discussion of the causes of
digital piracy and helping to answer this question: work on moral development
(Kohlberg, 1969), equity theory (Adams, 1963; Kabanoff, 1991) and moral intensity
(Jones, 1991).
Consequences of piracy
The implied message so far has been that piracy harms copyright holders. However,
the reality is more complex. In certain circumstances, piracy can benefit a copyright
holder by speeding up diffusion of a digital good, by keeping competitors at bay, and
by locking a product in as a standard. There is a number of ways in which piracy
might grow demand for a digital good (Conner & Rumelt, 1991; Haruvy, Mahajan,
& Prasad, 2004).
First, it has been suggested piracy can be seen as a form of product sampling, and that
sampling can aid in the diffusion of a good (Gupta et al., 2004; Rogers, 1983). The
central argument is that many digital goods are experience goods, the value of which
cannot be assessed without trying them. In the absence of legal samples, consumers
may turn to pirated copies in order to evaluate the good and decide whether to make a
legal purchasing decision. For example, a consumer might purchase a pirated copy of
Microsoft Office, and finding that the product offers desirable features and functions,
purchase a legal copy when the next generation upgrade becomes available.
Second, piracy might have a beneficial effect on demand when strong network effects
are operating in a market (Conner & Rumelt, 1991). Network effects are particularly
important in the software industry. The value of owning some software products is an
increasing function of the number of other people who own the same product. Again
Microsoft Office is a case. The ability to swap files with other users of
package creates value for owners of Office that is an increasing function of the
number of other consumers in the network. This suggests that if piracy increases the
size of the network, it can increase the value of owning a digital product and thus
the demand for the legal product at each and every price.
Third, lock-in to a standard is enhanced when the switching costs to alternative
technology are high. If the alternative lacks of a large network of users, and if there is
an absence of complementary products, this will restrain switching to the alternative
even if it is technologically superior to the existing standard. Switching costs are also
high when adopters must invest time and effort in learning how to use the new
technology. If piracy helps to increase the size of the network more rapidly, it can
also help to reduce switching costs. This approach suggests that when a product is
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competing with another for the industry standard status, it may pay to tolerate or even
encourage piracy as a way of enhancing network effects, creating switching costs,
and locking consumers in to a new product, making this switch more favourable.
Fourth, piracy can help lock in a copyright holder’s product as an industry standard
when the value of that product is contingent upon the supply of complementary
products (this is a variant of the network argument). Computer operating systems, for
example, work with software applications and hardware products. In this case, the
greater the installed base of the operating system (the greater the size of the network),
the greater the supply of complementary products that work with that
operating system and thus the greater the value of owning the operating system
(Arthur, 1989; Shapiro & Varian, 1999).
Thus, although piracy is considered to be a negative phenomenon, it can benefit not
only a copyright holder by providing a bigger market share, but also a consumer,
granting an alternative, ensuring competition and cutting prices. From this
“benefitial” perspective, piracy in motion picture is examined rarely.
The result that piracy harms motion picture sales is consistent with most of the
academic papers we are aware of. There are also several academic papers that find no
evidence that piracy affects sales.
Apparently, substitution effect (if exists) makes it appealing to examine a) how the
consumer’s decision about the consumption of a movie product affects motion picture
industry performance presented by box office and b) substitution effect (if it exists).
Piracy in Motion Picture
In the context of panel data, Zentner (2012) uses box-office revenue and home video
sales (DVD and VHS) for 36 countries from 1998 to 2008 to analyze whether
Internet penetration reduces motion picture sales. The author finds no statistical
relationship between broadband penetration (as an inderect indicator of downloading
activity) and box-office revenue (as an index for the business condition), but a strong
negative relationship between broadband penetration and DVD sales.
Liebowitz and Zentner (2012) use panel data (Internet penetration, demographics,
television viewership) to analyze whether broadband penetration reduces television
viewership. Although that does not help measure directly the extent of piracy, the
authors argue that broadband penetration represents an indirect measure of piracy as
television content is quite popular among pirates as well as motion pictures. The
results show that increased broadband Internet penetration has led to a reduction in
television viewership among younger viewers.
Stepping down to the product-level data, Danaher and Waldfogel (2012) and Smith
and Telang (2012) examine the influence of international release lags on sales.
Danaher and Waldfogel use box-office data from July 2003 to July 2006 for the top
10 films in each year, covering 17 countries. They find that after the widespread
expansion of BitTorrent, longer release windows between the U. S. and the
international release date cause about a 1,3% drop in sales per week, or about a 7%
drop per movie. Smith and Telang use a similar method, but focus on DVD sales.
They use data from 2009 to 2011 for 7 countries, covering DVD sales levels for over
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200 movies. They find that a one-week release delay between the first pirate source
and legitimate DVD release date is followed by a 2% reduction in DVD sales.
Concerning the surveys of consuner behaviour, Bounie, Bourreau and Waelbroeck
(2006) use data on purchase activities and file sharing behavior within a sample of
620 French individuals and find out that file sharing has no statistically significant
impact on theatrical attendance, but leads to a large drop in both video sales and
video rentals.
Hennig-Thurau, Henning and Sattler (2007) used customers’ reported intentions to
analyze the impact of file sharing on motion picture sales and found that file-sharing
resulted in considerable cannibalization of theater visits, DVD sales and rentals.
Finally, Bai and Waldfogel (2009) used a survey of college students in China and
discovered that 75% of Chinese movie consumption is supported by illegal channels.
Also, according to the authors, each instance of illegal consumption displaces about
0,14 legal sales.
Rob and Waldfogel (2007) conducted a survey of 500 University of Pennsylvania
undergraduates in the fall 2005. These students were shown the top 50 movies from
each of the 3 previous years (150 in all) and then asked whether they saw
the movie and what channel (pirated version, cinema, television, rental, DVD) they
used to watch it. The authors found that illegal consumption of movies reduced legal
consumption on almost a one-for-one basis (viewers did not stop watching movies at
all, but switched to free pirated versions).
Since both panel and product-level data can not explain the preferences of an
individual consumer, and the results provided by surveys can be damaged by
response set of social desirability, experimental data also presents an important
research material.
Another major methodology used in the academic literature to address the statistical
problem of piracy is using natural experiments, where treatment is applied to one
group of consumers (the treatment group) and where it is possible to find another
group of similar consumers unaffected by this change (the control group).
In the context of natural experiments, Danaher et al. (2010) use NBC’s decision to
remove its content from iTunes store in September 2008. They find that piracy levels
on NBC content have increased by 11,4% relative to ABC, CBS and FOX piracy,
after the removal of NBC’s content from iTunes. The authors also find that piracy
rates on ABC, CBS and FOX content increased during this period as well, suggesting
that NBC’s decision to remove its content from iTunes have led to an increase in both
NBC and non-NBC piracy as consumers have switched from iTunes to BitTorrent to
obtain the television content they want. Martikainen uses BitTorrent download
statistics from March to May 2009 and finds no evidence that higher rates of torrent
sharing reduce DVD sales. However, this paper is unable to analyze digital sales.
The other academic paper that finds no damage from file sharing is Smith
and Telang’s (2009) paper analyzing how movie broadcasts on television
stations influence the demand for a movie through legal (DVD) and illegal
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channels. They find that movie broadcasts stimulate demand in both legal and illegal
channels. They also find that at the time of broadcast the availability of pirated
copies has no impact on increase in DVD sales. The authors also note that the results
«do not speak to the impact of piracy in the earlier part of a movie’s lifecycle, where
the availability of pirated content may have a negative impact on sales 1

Thus, there are several avenues through which post-release piracy can potentially
impact box-office sales. The first, and most obvious, is substitution. If a would-be
consumer has a chance to watch the pirated version of the movie after it is officially
released, the consumers may be less likely to pay to watch it in the cinema theater.
This substitution effect, if true, would suggest that post-release piracy should reduce
box-office revenues.
Considering the upcoming literature review, three main hypotheses of our research
should be tested.
Hypothesis #1: post-release piracy reduces movie box-office sales.
Obviously, not all pirated copies are of the same quality. The bad quality pirated
copies may make the consumers more likely to watch the official releases of the
movies, thus boosting sales. On the contrary, a higher quality pirated version would
perfectly substitute going to the movies. This leads to our second hypothesis:
Hypothesis #2: higher quality pirated versions will negatively impact movie box
office sales.
Different consumers vary in their interest of post-release pirated versions. We
consider a consumer facing a choice: to pirate or not to pirate. If a pirated version is
not available, consumers would be more likely to go to the theaters.
Hypothesis #3: going to the movies is substitutable by watching a pirated version (of
a high quality, for that matter) at home.
DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
We collect our data from four sources: IMDB.com and kinopoisk.ru (the former is an
online database of all the information related to films, the latter - its Russian
counterpart), kinokopilka.tv (a website that provides torrent files to facilitate peer-topeer file sharing using the BitTorrent protocol) and boxofficemojo.com (a website
thet tracks box office revenues) 2 .
Our entire data set consists of 400 movies released within a three-year period
between January 2010 and January 2013 as listed by Kinopoisk. We collect movie
characteristics (i. e. variables) from both IMDB.com and kinopoisk.ru, including
genre, budget, audience, awards, release dates, 3D, ratings, star power (presence of
1

Smith, M.D., Telang, R. Competing with Free: The Impact of Movie Broadcasts on DVD Sales and Internet
Piracy // Management Information Systems Quarterly. – 2009. –№33 (2). – P. 336.
2
All information is openly available on the Internet. Subscription may be needed.
Table 1: Description of Variables
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stars in the cast), user reviews etc. We also use the Kinopoisk’s data on box-office as
a proxy for box-office revenues of the movies in our sample.
Our information about piracy activities (number of downloads, availability of highquality version etc.) comes from the file-sharing website kinokopilka.tv based on the
BitTorrent protocol.
Table 1 lists all the variables collected from these sources for our study. For each
variable, we list the symbol and the information source, describe the information it
represents and, if it is a derived variable, explain the method of calculation.
Table 1
EMPIRICAL STRATEGY AND RESULTS
To empirically test our hypotheses we model the box-office sales of movies and
piracy rates while controlling for factors known to influence movie sales.

In an attempt to measure how piracy impacts sales we run the following regression:

{ Y1i=X1ib1+Y2iu12+e1i
Y2i=X2ib2+Y1iu21+e2i
where Y1i and Y2i (regressands) represent box-office and piracy levels, u12 and
u12 - their compatibility coefficients, X represents a matrix of explanatory
variables, the impact of each variable would be given by the b coefficient.
The prior literature has shown that most movie characteristics included in our dataset
impact motion picture industry performance. Therefore, we included in X all movie
characteristics that are available to us. This includes genre, budget, audience, awards,
release dates, 3D, ratings, star power (presence of stars in the cast), user reviews etc.
Figure 1: Movies/Audience/Number of Downloads
The figure shows that the major audience is formed by fantasy and fiction movies,
animated films and action motions. The maximum load of downloads accounts for
fantasy and fiction movies, action films (both as in the case of legal consumption)
and dramas.
The regression analysis results are presented in Appendix A. All
significant results are presented in Table 2.

the

Table 2: Regression Analysis Results (Only Significant Results)
The results show that the global box-office and the availability of 3D both positively
influence movie market potential. Movies with Mtv awards and high critic ratings do
not have high market potential. Local box-office, IMDB rating, longer Blu-Ray
release lag and the availability of high-quality pirated version have a positive impact
on piracy levels, while longer DVD release lag undermines piracy rates.
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In our simulation of an analytical model that describes the process consumers engage
in when deciding to view a movie, we find that post-release piracy is not harmful to
box office sales. Thus, using regression analysis we find no evidence that a movie’s
availability on BtTorrent reduces box office sales.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The piracy of information goods and media products has important implications for
managers - particularly in the context of revenue forecasts and advertising plans for
movie releases. Using data collected from various websites hosting movie
information, and combining this data with piracy information obtained from a unique
Internet file-sharing site, we find out that post-release piracy does not reduce the
movie’s sales. Furthermore, it appears to be that the global box-office and the
availability of 3D both positively influence movie market potential. Thus, a 3D
movie does not need to be protected from illegal downloasing as, according to our
results, its legal consumption is high enough, that allows reallocate the budget to
raise awareness about the 3D technological pecularities.
Movies with Mtv awards and movies with high critic ratings do not have high market
potential. The producers of the former ones can offer something extra to consumers
who purchase the legitimate product: going to the movies should be accompanied by
a digitalized promotion (QR codes, etc.) For the movies with high critic ratings,
piracy is equivalent to sampling by consumers, a response by the copyright holder
might be to develop a legal alternative that allows sampling legally. Local box-office,
IMDB rating, longer Blu-Ray release lag and the availability of high-quality pirated
version have a positive impact on piracy levels, while longer DVD release lag
undermines piracy rates. For a copyright holder, these dicisions establish the strategy,
cutting the variable costs.
Limitations of research
We also note some limitations of our study. The first limitation comes from the data.
Post-release piracy rates we collect from kinokopilka.tv do not show the absolute
intensity of downloads of the pirated copies. Moreover, the number of ways to
consume a movie product is more than two (we consider only going to the movies
and downloading the movie illegally, while it is possible to rent a movie, buy
it online etc.)
Regarding the correlation among variables, it exists between certain awards and
ratings, but it does not affect the results as the nature of this correlation is inevitable
(e. g. festaval awards and critic rating). Meanwhile, variables with significant
coefficients are not correlated.
Conclusion
As an Internet penetration gathers pace, it is essential that digital consumer behaviour
is changing among with technology. Ethical and technological barriers at every new
stage of urbanization become less important for a didgital customer, that complicates
strategic planning in industries where the product can be digitalized. In this case,
strategic planning does not only concern market potential and box office revenues,
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but also decisions regarding property rights protection.

This research concerns motion picture industry, where fierce debate exists today as
piracy simultaneously has socially accepted negative consequences and positive
impacts for the development of certain industries.
Our study finds no impact of post-release digital piracy, and contributes to the
literature by addressing this question: whether going to the movies is substitutable by
watching a pirated version at home by answering that it is not.
Attempting to model the substitutional consumption patterns, we find that
substitution effect is not obvious, and it is up to consumer to make a decision while
choosing a distribution channel based on movie product’s features.
In turn, it creates challenges for producers ragarding the choice of production
technologies, promotion channels, startegies and release.
A new trend is in prospect on a market, there are two segments, in essence, not
competing with each other: traditinal channel (where cinema theatres and films
producing companies resources are aimed to provide these services, and where
serious property rights protection is necessary) and an alternative channel (where
digital distribution channel becomes the main release channel).
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